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1 Corinthians 15:12-20 

What difference does it make that Jesus was raised from the dead? That’s not a new 
question. The question “What if” has been asked for nearly 2,000 years. It’s a biblical 

question, one that you can find in 1 Corinthians 15:12-20. Seven times in these verses Paul 
uses the little word “if.”  

What if?  

1. If there is no resurrection, our preaching is without purpose        (1 Cor. 15:14-
15). Focus on just one word "useless.” Some translations say “vain.” The word means 

“without content.” It means that all that we have learned has come to nothing.  

2. If there is no resurrection, our faith is without forgiveness            (1 Cor. 15:17). 
The word for “futile” is different from the word for “useless.” The word “futile” means that 

which produces no results. Are we truly forgiven or not? If Christ has been raised, the 
answer is yes. If Christ is still in the tomb, the answer is no.  

3. If there is no resurrection, our death is without deliverance         (1 Cor. 15:18). 

Paul says that Christians who have died have “fallen asleep in Christ.” Will we ever see our 
loved ones again? Paul’s answer is very clear. If Christ has not been raised, death wins. If 

He is still in the tomb, there is no hope for anyone, this life is all there is, and all who are 
dead will stay dead forever.  

4. If there is no resurrection, our service is without significance       (1 Corinthians 

15:19). For Paul this is the ultimate argument because he means that if Christ is not raised, 
we are just fooling ourselves.  

But Now! 

Here is Paul’s answer: “But now Christ is risen from the dead, and has become the first 

fruits of those who have fallen asleep” (1 Corinthians 15:20). Consider how much hangs on 
those two little words—"But now.” The resurrection of Jesus, our coming resurrection, and 

the resurrection of all those who those died in faith, all of it depends on those two little 
words. But now - our preaching has purpose. But now - our faith has forgiveness. But 

now - our death has deliverance. But now - our service has significance.  


